
 The world’s first micro 
spectrometer

Affordable, portable lab-
grade NIR spectroscopic 
analysis where you need it, 
when you need it 

Drug production is a global industry. An 
estimated 10% of all drugs are fake, costing 
billions of dollars each year and putting 
millions of people at risk. The speed and 
sophistication at which counterfeiters adapt 
has rendered static, expensive, expertise 
reliant traditional laboratory methods 
ineffective as the main detection method for 
those needing instant drug analysis 

Disrupt the counterfeiters with 
the world’s first palm sized 
micro spectrometer
The ability to accurately test, analyze and 
identify counterfeit drugs directly at every 
point of contact is a vital tool in disrupting the 
global counterfeit drug trade.
SCiO is the world’s first micro spectrometer 
that physically fits in the palm of your hand. 
Easy to use, affordable, and extremely 
portable, SCiO makes it feasible for anyone 
- expert and non-expert - to analyze drug 
products instantly 
Essential information needed for day-to-day 
activities can be easily analyzed to meet the 
highest objectives in quality management from 
incoming materials all the way through to the 
customer 
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Bring the “lab” to where rapid identification of drug products is 
required

SCiO combines a revolutionary miniaturized spectrometer with the SCiO Cloud, a powerful 
chemometric algorithm processor. Samples are analyzed in the cloud, and results are returned 
instantly to a smartphone, bringing the “lab” directly where rapid detection of drug products is 
required

SCiO: Key Benefits 

      Verifies raw materials and finished drug products 
      Delivers results instantly  
      Simple to operate with minimal training 
      Easily calibrated to add new materials 
      Highly affordable and extremely portable
      No sample prep
      Applicable throughout the facility and distribution process
      Automated upgrade mechanism from the cloud ensures  the latest software and algorithms 
      with no field upgrades 
      Analysis results integrate with enterprise data systems to enable data aggregation for broad 
      analytics and real-time monitoring
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SCiO advantages over traditional laboratory methods

      Low cost and affordable, allowing for fast implementation with very small upfront expenses. 
      Excellent sensitivity and stability. Every SCiO Sensor provides accuracy levels on par with 
      expensive lab equipment.
      Low, “flashlight-like” power consumption and zero warm-up time, providing instant use and 
      hundreds of scans before requiring recharging. 
      Powerful artificial intelligence algorithms to perform analysis of SCiO’s measurements and 
      return results in near real-time. 
      Data can integrate with existing enterprise data systems to create broad analytics real-time 
      monitoring.
      Ease of use by non-expert users through a convenient mobile phone interface for operating 
      SCiO and displaying results. 
      Easily adaptable by customers to meet specific materials and analysis needs through a 
      simple-to use web interface. 
      Dedicated backup & professional expertise

To learn more about how SCiO can provide real time analysis, improve operations and reduce costs, 
contact a member of our customer solutions team at sales@ConsumerPhysics.com. 


